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Abstract

In this paper we present TangiWheel, a collection manipulation widget for tabletop displays.

Our implementation is flexible, allowing either multi-touch or tangible interaction, or even a hybrid
scheme to better suit user choice and convenience. Different TangiWheel aspects and features are compared with other existing widgets for collection manipulation. The study reveals that TangiWheel is the
first proposal to support a hybrid input modality with high resemblance levels between touch and tangible
interaction styles. Several experiments were conducted to evaluate the techniques used in each input
scheme for a better understanding of tangible surface interfaces in complex tasks performed by a single
user (e.g. involving a typical master-slave exploration pattern). The results showed that tangibles perform
significantly better than fingers, despite dealing with a greater number of interactions, in situations that
require a high number of acquisitions and basic manipulation tasks such as establishing location and orientation. However, when users have to perform multiple exploration and selection operations that do not
require previous basic manipulation tasks, for instance when collections are fixed in the interface layout,
touch input is significantly better in terms of required time and number of actions. Finally, when a more
elastic collection layout or more complex additional insertion or displacement operations are needed, the
hybrid and tangible approaches clearly outperform finger-based interactions.
Keywords Tangible, Interactive surface, Multi-touch, Tangible User Interface (TUI), Tabletop displays,
Experimentation
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Introduction
Multi-touch and tangible surface interfaces

the performance in terms of time and tracking er-

have become popular in recent years. While mul-

used in tangible tabletops, many of their benefits

ti-touch tabletops allow collective and multiple

could be applied to tangible surfaces, given that

interaction with virtual objects through finger

these are a specific TUI type. The comparison ex-

contact on the surface, tangible tabletops expand

plores simple but common basic interface actions

multi-touch input capabilities by using specially

found in many multi-touch and tangible surface

designed tangible objects. These interaction

interfaces focused on acquisition and manipulation

mechanisms provide more intuitive performance

issues. This is an important contribution because it

and interaction. Several innovative applications

provides designers with the information needed to

such as Reactable [1], IntuPaint [2] or Mul-

decide between TUIs and multi-touch input on in-

ti-Touch VirtualGlobe [3] have been developed in

teractive surfaces. It also assesses the value of the

the research community to demonstrate the new

tangible element to the user in this type of system,

capabilities of tabletop interfaces.

especially in the case of the TUI elements ex-

1

ror [5]. Since the explored TUI elements can be

plored in the study, whose physical shape and size
The growing success of these new interaction
mechanisms has also fostered a number of com-

perfectly match the characteristics of the virtual
counterparts.

parative studies. In one of the seminal studies,
Fitzmaurice & Buxton conducted an empirical
comparison

of

spatial-multiplexed

Another empirical study of interest is report-

versus

ed in [6]. It also compares touch-versus-tangible

time-multiplexed input schemes [4]. The spa-

input in a tabletop, but focuses on general manip-

tial-multiplexed conditions used specialized input

ulations on box-like elements, such as walls and

devices, such as a rotor, a brick, a stretchable

shelves. The study reports on an experiment which

square and ruler, as well as several generic puck

asked subjects to reproduce models of walls and

and brick sets, whereas the time-multiplexed con-

shelves as fast and accurately as possible. In this

dition only used one puck and brick. The study

task, requiring spatial layout on a tabletop, tangi-

concludes that spatial-multiplexed conditions are

ble input took much less time but it was slightly

superior to time-multiplexed input schemes in

less accurate than touch.

terms of tracking error.
However, despite these research and develIn the same line of research, another experi-

opment efforts, further studies are needed to obtain

mental comparison was carried out by Tuddenham,

a better understanding of interactions with more

who explored the benefits of Tangible User Inter-

complex types of controls to enable the develop-

faces (TUIs) versus multi-touch input, measuring
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ment of applications that address the more chal-

to previous comparative studies that only take into

lenging user tabletop requirements. Among the

consideration simple widgets and actions.

many interactions that will have to be addressed
on tabletops, there is a subset of special interest to

In this paper, we present, on the one hand, a

us which is widely present in everyday desk-

unified interaction widget for generic collection

top-applications: the manipulation of collections.

navigation and item selection on tabletops follow-

Collections are typically supported on desktop ap-

ing a comparative analysis of other research work,

plications by list or menu widgets. Lists generally

and on the other, an empirical comparison of pure

contain a potentially unlimited collection of items,

multi-touch input versus tangible-input along with

which are typically application-domain entities (i.e.

a hybrid input condition. The final goal is thus to

data), whereas menus normally contain application

propose a unified widget to manipulate collections

commands or option selections. Menus are usually

homogeneously in tangible only, multi-touch only

fixed, or have a limited collection, generally al-

and also in a combination of both interaction

ways-visible and linked to a point on the user in-

styles while presenting the design decisions that

terface. On tabletops, however, lists and menus do

were taken and studying the effectiveness of the

not have a predetermined form and quite often the

supported interaction styles.

difference between them is somewhat blurred.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Firstly, neither of them is fixed to a point on the
tabletop because menu options are usually attached to information elements scattered across
the surface. Secondly, both must support a
360-degree interaction style, so that the interface
is not oriented towards one user when several are
collaborating on the same surface, or at least a
way to manage this issue. Thirdly, both must provide effective mechanisms for the search and selection of elements so that the tabletop surface is

Section 2 describes related studies and compares
their different aspects and features. Section 3 then
introduces the proposed widget by means of a
discussion of the aforementioned aspects. In Section 4 the experimental context for the study and
its main objectives are described. Sections 5, 6, 7
and 8 report on the experiments conducted in the
course of this work, with our conclusions and intentions for further research.

not overloaded when multiple search and selection
processes (on different lists/menus) are taking

2

Related Work
The work described in this paper was influ-

place simultaneously. Thus, a unified approach for

enced by a range of different studies. Firstly, the

both types of collections seems attainable on tab-

seminal work of Fitzmaurice, Ishii and Buxton on

letops, and a study of the more complex interac-

graspables (tangibles) [7], as well as Ishii &

tions related to collections manipulation for both

Ullmer’s vision of “Tangible bits” [8], have dra-

existing interaction styles (i.e. multi-touch and

matically impacted the concept of the tangible

tangible) is a necessary step forward with respect

surface interface, in which direct tangible manip-
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ulation is performed through physical handlers or

items [16]. These techniques primarily consist of

bricks. Other studies have described the use of

an approach based on two-handed interaction via

phicons for containing, transporting and manipu-

pucks, one of which represents the item to be

lating digital objects [9].

modified and the other is the modifier. An important feature is the visualization of items as pie
2

Shen et. al presented CoR D, a virtual control

menus. Another technique is characterized by the

for interactive pop-ups, which allows the visuali-

use of non-circular “floating menus”. The activa-

2

zation and launch of commands [10]. CoR D

tion of both menu techniques is bound to specific

menu items can be moved and rotated by means of

sensitive areas or hotspots limiting flexible access

virtual handlers strategically attached to the menu

to menu instantiation, although tangibles are al-

items. This flexibility greatly helps to achieve de-

ways required.

sirable features such as occlusion, reach, establishing context on cluttered display, readability,

Weiss et. al [17] present a set of active sili-

and concurrent, coordinated multiuser interaction.

cone peripherals, such as knobs, keyboards and

However the unsystematic layout of menu items

buttons, which can easily be stuck at any point on

on the surface makes this approach unsuitable for

the surface. This is a more elaborate approach than

the simultaneous manipulation of multiple collec-

the phicons, and also provides more physical

tions by different users, since the visual feedback

feedback, which improves the performance of in-

from the different items can cause confusion.

teraction tasks. This study explores the use of a
knob to manipulate pie menus and concludes that

As pointed out in [11], even though a great

for simple tasks this more physical approach pro-

deal of work has been carried out on menus in re-

vides significantly quicker task completion than a

cent years, menu systems for multi-touch plat-

purely virtual approach. However, it neither con-

forms have received little attention. Efforts have

siders nor explores the use of cascading menus,

been focused on improving performance of large

which would perhaps be useful to support more

mouse-based menus [12], [13] or pen-based inter-

complex navigation and other tasks, as a conse-

faces, where marking menus have clearly taken

quence of relying solely on physical peripherals.

the lead in their different approaches and variants
[14], [15]. These generally provide support for hi-

Lepinsky et. al evaluate a marking menu spe-

erarchical collection exploration but not for virtu-

cifically designed for multi-touch platforms [11]

ally unlimited items, despite the effort to substan-

based on directional chording gestures. His ex-

tially extend the size of the collection.

periments showed that multi-touch marking menus
perform faster than traditional hierarchical mark-

Patten et. al describe a series of interaction
techniques for the exploration and selection of
-4-
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Hancock et. al present a radial control that

Stacked half-pie menus are presented by

supports 2D information exploration [18]. It is im-

Hesselmann et. al for navigation in nested hierar-

plemented

direct-touch

chic data structures optimized for touch-based in-

two-handed interaction implementation and a tan-

teraction on interactive tabletops [20]. This design

gible knob with an embedded trackball. Both ap-

is especially interesting because it is conceptually

proaches require quite different manipulation

unlimited in terms of menu depth and breadth

techniques. While the tangible device only re-

while maintaining menu form. It is controlled en-

quires one hand, the touch-based control needs

tirely by means of touch and turn gestures, with no

two hands. This device is specifically designed to

need to use a pen, gloves or any other tool. It also

explore collections and no other function is con-

tackles the multi-touch occlusion problem by us-

sidered, such as indistinctly containing collections

ing only half-pies and sticking them to one side of

or single items. The part of the study dealing with

the tabletop. This approach, however, only allows

data exploration focuses on the use of both ver-

for parallel touches if several leaf items are at the

sions in terms of perception of ease-of-use. It con-

same level, otherwise, interaction will be sequen-

cludes that the tangible approach is easier to use

tial.

for navigation and sharing information.

non-collaborative (single-user) menu and it is

in

two

versions,

a

The

control

is

conceived

as

a

fixed to a specific location.
Hilliges et. al present a tangible rotatory tabletop device for browsing digital photo collections

In the Tangible Jukebox [21] music naviga-

[19]. It uses a novel helix representation for the

tion and management is carried out by means of a

photos, which are anchored around the device it-

pie-based widget controlled by tangibles and fin-

self. A pen is used to support application-specific

gers. It uses physical cards to virtually store a mu-

manipulations, such as image subsets. Photohelix

sic collection. When a card is placed on the table,

is oriented towards time-based visualization,

a set of items is deployed around it, composing a

which allows for a sequential spiral-based visuali-

virtual wheel that the user can spin to visualize all

zation of elements, but there is no support for

the menu-level content. Several set operations can

nested sub-collections consistently.

be performed by combining specific physical
cards accordingly.

6
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These related works can be described in

ited, set of elements can be contained; and finally

terms of features for a more systematic compari-

virtually unlimited (U), when the length could be

son. These features are broadly related to main

considered large or even infinite. The nested hier-

aspects concerning the generality of the approach,

archy support simply indicates whether or not the

data organization features, input methods and mul-

proposal supports hierarchical collections consist-

tiuser support. Table 1 shows a description of re-

ently across several depth levels. The feature mas-

lated works.

sive collection display indicates whether several
collections can be displayed and manipulated at

The generic-purpose aspect indicates whether

the same time. Dynamic hierarchies refers to the

the proposal is to be used in either a generic or

ability to establish hierarchies of collections dy-

specific purpose domain. The data organization

namically, in contrast to only statically predefined

aspect is concerned with features on how data are

collection hierarchies. Spatial compactness indi-

supported and organized. Length and nested hier-

cates whether the proposal includes a characteris-

archy support are related to the capability for

tic to deal with spatial limitations in its design.

breadth and depth exploration, respectively. The

Finally, visual layout reports on the visual ar-

length supported is reported at three levels: short

rangement of the items in the collection.

(S), when a short collection of elements are intended; large (L), when a larger, though still lim-

Regarding the relevant features describing the

Generic-purpose

Table 1. Feature based comparison between related works.
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input methods, modality describes the input mo-

reports on whether the proposal being properly

dality of the techniques. It refers to the supported

seen from different points around the tabletop. In

input modalities: purely multi-touch, purely tangi-

addition to other features already commented in

ble, combined or flexible hybrid. The difference

the data organization that can contribute to mul-

between the combined and the hybrid input mo-

ti-user support, such as massive collection, paral-

dality is that the former requires an ad hoc combi-

lel selections indicates whether the proposal al-

nation of modalities (touch and tangible) from the

lows the selection of several items in the same

user, according to the actions to be performed with

collections in parallel. Collection replication refers

the widget. The latter supports the primary func-

to the ability to clone collections to be explored

tionality in both modalities and the user selects the

separately by several users or simply create two

most convenient modality for a given input. Some

different views. Flexible instantiation shows

proposals provide a control using a single input

whether the proposal supports a flexible mecha-

modality or even a combination of tangible and

nism to facilitate accessibility and instantiation of

touch inputs to support the primary function of the

collections.

control. Another possibility is to provide dual
techniques separately, offering a multi-touch fin-

The comparative analysis of the reported

ger-based input and another using tangible. It is

studies reveals that almost all the proposals are

then necessary to distinguish the resemblance be-

designed for generic purpose domains and use a

tween these dual input techniques in the homoge-

pie-based or similar visual item arrangement sys-

neity of the observable behavior of the collection

tem around a center. Nearly half of the proposals

management system with respect to the input mo-

provide support for short collections only, and

dality. To avoid unnecessary cognitive efforts, a

most do not fully consider multiuser contexts.

high level of resemblance is a desirable feature.

Consequently, they do not facilitate massive comprehensive collection displays, collection replica-

Another important feature for the design of

tion, or parallel selections. For input modality, the

tangible inputs is whether the tangible device used

proposals normally rely on a combination of touch

has been specifically designed or whether it is a

and tangible techniques and only one offers two

widely used tangible model (e.g. pucks or cards).

control versions supporting exploration in both

This implies easier acceptation and adoption in

input modalities.

existing platforms [22].
Based on the previous analysis, TangiWheel
Another aspect of interest is multi-user sup-

is conceptually designed to overcome the weak-

port. This set of features determines whether the

nesses of previous systems and provide full sup-

proposal was designed for multi-user contexts or

port for new features, including collection breadth

for single-user scenarios. The 360º control design

and depth, as it is desirable to have both virtually

8
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unlimited length and nested collections. Moreover,

Data intensive applications normally focus on

the proposal should support massive collection use

exploring, retrieving information and selecting

by multiple users or single-user manipulation of

data of interest. This is the case of applications

several collections at once. Compactness should

aiming at constructing artifacts, which require ex-

also be considered together with other additional

ploring and selecting their component parts. For

features to provide flexibility and ease of use, such

instance, when creating a technical sketch from

as collection replication and 360º control view.

existing parts for concurrent exploration and se-

Dual input techniques should be provided, resem-

lection on several collections by multiple users,

bling each other as much as possible. It would fa-

while others assemble the parts using multi-touch

cilitate the emergence of a hybrid input scheme,

input techniques to speed up collaboration. Anoth-

instead of a simple combination of input modali-

er possibility is the specification of reactive be-

ties, allowing users to select the best input at ma-

havioral rules in simulation environments, requir-

nipulation time without any additional cognitive

ing the selection of the events, operations and en-

effort. Finally, the tangible device should be

tities involved, possibly ordered by event type,

standard and widely accepted, instead of a specif-

operation type or entity type in nested collections.

ically designed system for the application in hand.

In the end, we aim to support interaction scenarios
on tabletops requiring massive collection explora-

3

TangiWheel: Design Discussion and Implementation
In this section we present the detailed design

and implementation of TangiWheel in terms of the
previously introduced aspects and corresponding
features.

tion, facilitating concurrent collections as a consequence of either several collections that a single
user needs or that must be shared, replicated and
operated by multiple users. As these scenarios can
be diverse, control design should be as flexible,
generic and easy-to-use as possible to suit such a

3.1 General-Purpose Use

wide range of user scenarios and requirements.

Fig. 1. Right: TangiWheel controls in action; Left: Regions in a TangiWheel instance.
-8-
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TangiWheel has been successfully deployed to

and graphical elements in multi-user environments

support multi-user creation of articulated entities

to motivate collective creativity contributed to this

subject to the rules of physics [23][24] and also to

decision. Orienting the collection towards a spe-

support the collective creation of Rube-Goldberg

cific user using a linear list would interfere with

machines as described in [25] in the context of a

equal concurrent access to items in collections by

much broader research field of creative learning

multiple users in a tabletop setting. As illustrated

for teenagers on tabletops.

in Fig. 1, the control consists of items represented
by text or icons, and marked areas for interaction

3.2 Data Organization
The main design decision of TangiWheel with
respect to the data organization aspect was influenced by the need to support conflicting features
(see Table 1) such as handling heavily populated
collections and sub-collections in a compact way,
i.e. without compromising the available tabletop
space and thus allowing many instances to be present on the surface.
In this respect, TangiWheel displays the visible items arranged in a circle following the pie
menu model. We consider this appropriate, since it
is not only compact but also reduces seeking-time
and selection errors on visible items by fixing the
distance factor [26] and not pre-establishing orientation in a specific direction. An alternative design based on a linear arrangement, which is
widely used in other technological platforms (i.e.
mostly in desktop based metaphors for single-users) was not considered appropriate, even
though it can provide an arrangement that people
are more used to, and probably more in line with
the way they usually read and consume written
information. The fact that TangiWheel is also designed to support (see below) the concurrent manipulation of collections containing both textual

or visualization.
TangiWheel displays only a subset of the elements so that the collection is compact no matter
how many elements it contains. This also means
that it has the same appearance whatever its length.
To explore the invisible elements, TangiWheel has
a special region, the bridge mark (see Fig. 1-right),
located in a sector of the widget in the form of a
button. Simply tapping the button switches between the exploration and rotation modes, which
allows for virtually unlimited collections. In exploration mode, rotating the widget entails sliding
the visible items in the pie, which means that some
items are hidden below the bridge mark while
others are shown in their place. To obtain maximum compactness when several collections are on
the surface, a minimization state is supported in
which all the contained elements are hidden. This
state is reached/left by means of prolonged tapping
on the bridge mark.
As we have a pie arrangement, we need to
keep buttons or any other actionable elements near
the center point without breaking the visual circular shape of the widget. Besides, placing the
bridge mark in a sector makes the presence of a

10
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border region naturally represent the place where

pling and decoupling of collections with an arbi-

items are hidden. This design is also flexible, be-

trary number of nested sub-collections. Hierar-

cause it offers the possibility of including addi-

chical collections can be created dynamically by

tional virtual buttons in this special region if it

simply dragging an existing collection and releas-

should become necessary to support further func-

ing it into another one. The dragged sub-collection

tions in the future.

is inserted as an item in the section in which it is
released. Once two collections are coupled, their

Another

visual

feedback

included

in

relationship is shown graphically by means of a

TangiWheel is a brighter point in the perimeter of

link (see Fig. 1) when both are displayed, so that

the pie called head-tail mark (see Fig. 1-right).

there is a visual feedback even when the collec-

Since the widget supports collections of unlimited

tions are at a distance from each other on the sur-

length, the head-tail mark gives users a clue on

face. To decouple two collections the user may

what is the relative position of the displayed items

break the link by performing a zigzag movement

within the overall collection, similar to the box

over the link with a puck or a finger.

provided in traditional scrollbars. Although not
currently implemented, an additional improvement

An expanded sub-collection is represented as

to this would be to show an expanded preview of

a separate TangiWheel instance (see Fig. 1) for

several adjacent items near the bridge mark, to

several reasons. Firstly, it is an easy method of

further help users in which direction they should

supporting collection replication and flexible in-

explore. Another feature that could improve data

stantiation by means of pucks (i.e., the ability of

visualization when handling very large collections

direct association), which allows any element

would be the inclusion of a collection of recent-

(sub-collection or single terminal element) to be

ly-used elements around the bridge mark for direct

associated with pucks for direct-access. In

access. These add-ons will be included in future

TangiWheel a non-associated or empty puck may

versions of the widget. Finally, the turn mark pro-

be placed over an item in a collection at any time.

vides information on how far the orientation of the

The puck then becomes associated with it and will

control is from the rotation needed to show anoth-

contain either a single digital object or a

er invisible element.

TangiWheel sub-collection, depending on whether
the item is or is not a leaf node in the collection.

The other important feature with respect to

To dissociate a container puck, the user has to

data organization is the hierarchical arrangement

perform a simple zigzag movement. This mecha-

of collections so that unlimited numbers of nested

nism gives direct-access to sub-collections in

sub-collections may be defined. Sub-collections

deeply organized nested structures and reduces

may either be statically (at instantiation time) or

seeking time when items have to be re-visited.

dynamically created to support the dynamic cou-

This association mechanism may also be activated

- 10 -
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by placing an empty puck at the center of a virtual

most of the properties of regular collections while

TangiWheel (displayed as a result of finger selec-

being operated in the same way. A future version

tions).

and

of TangiWheel will be context-aware and will de-

sub-collections in the same way makes the previ-

cide whether to display sub-collections by replac-

ous association mechanism homogeneous from the

ing in-place parent collections (on heavily popu-

point of view of the actions required from the user

lated surfaces) or to display them as separate

(simply placing an empty puck at the center of the

TangiWheel instances, as in the current version of

ring or central eye).

the widget.

Representing

collections

Secondly, opening nested collections in separate TangiWheel instances keeps the same exploration process through hierarchical collections,
and therefore the input methods designed for a
root-level

collection

are

the

same

as

for

sub-collections. Additionally, in situations with a
large number of collections displayed on the sur-

3.3 Input Methods
In this aspect we consider some of the features related to input management when handling
collections and the associated design solutions implemented in TangiWheel to cope with them. Two
main features were considered here: modality and
resemblance.

face, users may easily control orientation, location
and visibility of the displayed sub-collections.

TangiWheel supports pure tangible, pure
multi-touch or hybrid interaction modes. In tangi-

This gives users flexibility in deciding how
the existing sub-collections are displayed on the
available space. An alternative design to the one
proposed in this work for handling nested hierarchies would be to expand the sub-collection
around the selected item to obtain a more compact
layout. However this option would compromise
the achievement of other features. For instance,
input techniques would have to change to support
manipulations in each case and would affect the
resemblance and consistency between techniques
for root-level and nested collections. If compactness was the primary feature to be supported, then
a better alternative would be considering in-place
versions of the control. In this case the child collection would simply replace the parent, keeping

ble mode, a puck is tracked across the surface
keeping control rotation and position consistently
tethered in rotation mode. In exploration mode,
rotating the puck changes the items currently visible. A pie arrangement integrates this interaction
more intuitively, since exploring by rotating seems
more natural in a circular layout rather than a linear one, in which displacements rather than rotations could be expected. If the puck leaves the
surface, the widget disappears but reappears if the
puck is repositioned. Items can also be selected by
means of tangibles. The use of tangible pucks for
selection is based on the idea of tangibles as hypercards, phicons and phandlers [9] for containment and transportation of digital elements.
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In the case of completely virtual TangiWheels

composite entities. All the team members must

(i.e. those created by finger selections on non-leaf

therefore have equal access to the collections and

items or from specific hotspots), the preceding

a similar perception of them, no matter where they

function is also supported in a multi-touch input

are

modality. Rotation of the widget or exploration of

360-degree control and reach mechanism [27] is a

invisible items is performed by a circular move-

key feature in TangiWheel to make the widget

ment of the finger following the sectorial item area.

re-orientable and usable by multiple users in a

An alternative to finger-controlled rotation would

shared space. In addition, to facilitate user access

be a bi-manual technique using two fingers to de-

from different points, techniques are provided to

scribe opposite trajectories, as in [5]. Nevertheless,

move and re-position widgets on the tabletop, un-

this technique would affect our resemblance crite-

like other approaches described above, in which

rion, since the manipulation of a single tangible

either collections or sub-collections are attached to

only requires a single-handed interaction. Howev-

predefined fixed points.

located

around

the

tabletop.

Thus,

a

er, in the adopted input action, in which rotating
means exploring, it is very likely when exploring

The pie-based arrangement in TangiWheel

large collections that the rotary action will be con-

avoids facing information towards a single fixed

tinuous and steady to achieve several full 360º ro-

point. Nevertheless, if a user prefers a different

tations of the collection. Therefore, while describ-

orientation of the widget with respect to his/her

ing circles can be performed continuously and

location, he/she may change the widget from ex-

without lifting the finger from the surface, the

ploration to rotation mode, so that rotating entails

bi-manual technique would require repeatedly

the rotation of the graphic control: visible items

re-starting the interaction as soon as both fingers

will still be visible but the whole control will face

meet. It would make this alternative less effective

in a new direction. Visible items simply adopt a

for data exploration. Finally, in multi-touch mo-

new position, keeping their location with respect

dality, the closing action is performed by tapping

to each other while facing in a new direction.

on the central eye and dragging the widget to a

Moreover, some of the mechanisms that were pre-

new position on the surface.

viously discussed are powerful characteristics that
facilitate access in multi-user scenarios. These

3.4 Multi-user support
TangiWheel is designed to be used in scenarios in which multiple users may collaborate in the
creative process by working together on a common creation space (the surface) and sharing multiple collections of elementary constituent elements used as building blocks to create complex
- 12 -

mechanisms are: re-locating the widget at any
point on the surface; the association of pucks to
items and collections that can be removed and replaced on the surface wherever needed; the support of nested hierarchies and the parallel manipulation of replicated collections.
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Fig. 3. Interactions 2, 3, and 4. The user has enabled the
exploration mode (U2) and has rotated the puck until the
Sports category has been displayed and tapped on the item
Fig. 2. Interactions 0 and 1. To select the Soccer ball item

(U3). The user explores the Sport submenu by dragging

(S0), a tangible is first put on the surface (U1) after which a

his/her finger over the items (U4).

category menu is shown (S1).

3.5 An example of interaction

S2: The menu toggles to the exploration mode,
since it was previously in rotation mode.

As examples of the proposed techniques in
action, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the interactions required to select an item from a collection
and take it to a specific sensitive area on the surface. The performance is explained in terms of user actions (Ux) and system responses (Sx) as follows:
S0: The application shows a target item to be selected representing a Soccer ball.

U3: The user rotates the puck, changing the visible
items on display and taps on Sports when it appears.
S3: In response to this selection, since the item is
non-leaf, a completely virtual TangiWheel is displayed to explore the hierarchical sub-collection.
In this example the sports collection is displayed,
containing items such as tennis ball, bicycle, and
so on.

U1: User places an empty tangible puck on the
surface.

U4: Since this sub-collection has been selected by
a finger, it will have to be manipulated by a finger

S1: The system deploys a collection of categories

unless a puck is explicitly associated to the widget

implicitly associated with the puck. The control

to turn to tangible interaction. The user can use

will therefore respond to puck rotations and

either method to find the Soccer ball.

movements as described above.
S4: The items being displayed change as the user
U2: As the Sports category is not visible the user

explores the collection.

needs to explore the collection. To do so he taps
on the bridge mark.

U5: To perform the selection the user decides to

14
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Fig. 4. Interactions 5 (left) and 6 (right). The Soccer ball is selected by using a tangible (U5) and it is then brought to the target
area (U6).

use tangibles. He puts a puck on the item.
S5: The item is then virtually linked to this tangible.

of category collections.

-

Series edition (composed of items) that requires not only exploring collections but also

U6: The puck containing the Soccer ball item can

insertion or deletion of items.

be placed over the target area to accomplish the
goal.

The overall goal of our experimental design
was to study the effect of input method, i.e. fingers

4

Experimental Context
Of the different aspects considered in the de-

or handlers (pucks), on performance in manipu-

sign of TangiWheel - data organization, input

and number of manipulations required. Experi-

methods and multi-user support - in this paper we

mental complexity was gradually increased to

describe the experimental evaluation of the tech-

evaluate the use of the widget under different cir-

niques used in each input modality. The remaining

cumstances.

questions will be dealt with in future research. The

letop-oriented widget for manipulating collections

following aspects are considered in the present

that supports a hybrid input method with high lev-

study:

els of resemblance. It is therefore important to ob-

lating collections in terms of performance time

TangiWheel

is

the

first

tab-

tain experimental evidence on what types of situa-

-

Acquisition and basic manipulations typically

tions would benefit from this new type of hybrid

performed to establish the location and orien-

input method with respect to pure multi-touch or

tation of collections.

pure tangible in the context of our proposal.

Selection of a sequence of items over a range

- 14 -
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4.1 Participants
Twenty-three volunteers participated in our

ble enough with the interaction mechanisms. The

study, 16 male and 7 female, mostly undergradu-

own performing the experiments on acquisition

ates or Ph.D. students from our university. One

and basic manipulations, followed by the selection

participant was left-handed and two were ambi-

experiments and the series-edition experiments. In

dextrous. Ages ranged from 21 to 40 (M=27.5,

order to avoid all participants interacting with the

SD=5.23). Eighteen participants reported using a

different alternative designs in the same order, the

personal computer every day, three almost every

interaction input modality was established ac-

day, and two reported using one once or twice per

cording to a Latin Square design. Participants

week. Thirteen participants stated they were regu-

were encouraged to perform as fast as possible

lar users of touch-enabled devices, whereas ten

with a reward for the fastest participant.

study itself began with each participant on his/her

had seldom or never used one. Eight participants
had not had any previous experience of surface

The task execution-support software auto-

computers and the remainder had had limited ex-

matically recorded all the input interactions in a

perience, mostly at shows and exhibitions.

log file. The set of logs were post-processed to
obtain information for the quantitative statistical

4.2 Equipment
The interaction framework for TangiWheel
was implemented in C# using Microsoft Surface
SDK v.1.0. with the core libraries specific to Microsoft XNA Framework. The tangibles (i.e. pucks)
were tagged with a standard tagbyte set compatible with Microsoft Surface, two units of which
were used to implement the experiments.
4.3 Method
Test sessions were arranged according to par-

analysis. The main information extracted was related to task completion times and the corresponding number of actions required. Different
parts of each session were video recorded for further analysis, basically to study participants’ behavior patterns. Several questionnaires were also
filled in by the volunteers to assess ease of use and
effectiveness.
5

ticipants’ availability. In order to avoid partici-

Experiment 1: Acquisition and Basic Manipulation
At least two interaction phases are involved

pants learning by observing peer-actions, only two

in the use of an interface element [4], typically,

people were in the laboratory at the same time but

acquisition and manipulation. In the TangiWheel

at two different surface units separated by a fold-

widget, acquisition and basic manipulation tasks

ing screen. The participants received an introduc-

are necessary to establish the position and orienta-

tory talk, a live demonstration of typical interac-

tion of the control before exploring and selecting

tions, followed by free, although supervised, in-

an element. The goal of this experiment was

teraction training. This procedure took about

therefore to explore the effectiveness of each input

15~20 minutes until the participants felt comforta-

method in performing the typical preliminary in-
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Fig. 5. Interaction in the Acquisition and basic manipulation task (Touch condition on the left, Tangible on the right).

teractions.

entation and a new widget appears in another location. The series of positions and orientations are

5.1 Task
Participants are requested to establish the po-

predefined but the order of appearance is shuffled
for each run.

sition and orientation of a series of 25 TangiWheel
widgets. An orange target with the desired orientation is displayed in the center of the tabletop. A

5.2 Procedure
This experiment was performed by each par-

single green TangiWheel widget appears in a pre-

ticipant twice, once using the tangible input

defined pseudo-random position (see Fig. 5). The

method and once using fingers only. The input

user has to acquire and perform basic manipula-

method was assigned to each participant according

tions to match the position and orientation of the

to a Latin Square design in order to avoid order

widget with the target. When they match, the

effects. In the Tangible method, the participant had

widget disappears, the target takes on another ori-

to take the tangible in one hand, acquire the widg-

Fig. 6. Box-plot and Confidence Interval plot for CTBAS.
- 16 -
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et by putting the tangible in its inner region in or-

interfaces [5][6], which showed that tangible in-

der to make the binding, and then take it to the

terfaces are effective in spatial layout tasks. Our

target position, performing all the required rotation

experiments therefore provide additional empirical

adjustments. Matching with the target was evalu-

evidence on this issue with respect to our tech-

ated when the tangible remained still for about

niques for repositioning and reorienting the widg-

250ms. In the Touch method, the participant had to

et.

accomplish the positioning by dragging the widget
from its inner region and adjust orientation by de-

In this respect, the result can be explained by

scribing circles on the widget with a finger. The

the fact that hands are used to rotate and position

evaluation was made when the finger released the

objects in many everyday actions (grasping) rather

widget. The participant had to establish the posi-

than single fingers, whose primary function is to

tion of each widget as quickly as possible accord-

touch (tapping). Grasping objects is therefore a

ing to the instructions.

more natural interaction for moving objects than
dragging them across a surface with the fingers,

5.3 Results
Three variables were measured for each input

considering the techniques involved. Moreover,

method: time to complete the experiment CTBAS,

issue already observed and reported in [5] as exit

time to accomplish a single matching TBAS and

error. This refers to the difficulty of disengaging

number of actions needed to complete each

from the virtual object without causing some form

matching ABAS. The superscripts TOUCH and

of unintended extra movement. This is an inherent

TANGIBLE were used with each variable for nota-

problem in touch input on tabletops that may af-

tion purposes.

fect users to different degrees. It was seen to affect

the Touch condition suffered from an interaction

the correct positioning of widgets and in the end
As can be seen in Fig. 6, on average, the participants took longer to complete the task in the
Touch

condition

CTBASTouch

contributed to considerably higher times in the
Touch condition.

(M=174.56s,
CTBASTangi-

A study was made of the time needed to take

(M=103.799s, SD=9.714). The analysis of vari-

the widget to each target and the number of ac-

ance (ANOVA) conducted on the time needed to

tions required. Matching single targets took more

complete the experiment demonstrated that the

time with Touch TBASTouch (M=5.861s, SD=2.024)

input method has an effect on the preliminary ac-

than Tangible TBASTangible(M=3.772s, SD=0.930).

quisition and basic manipulations (F= 94.327,

However, fewer actions were required using Touch

p=.000) and that the tangible input outperforms

ABASTouch (M=3.45, SD=2.53) than Tangible ABAS-

touch. This result agrees with other empirical

Tangible

studies involving repositioning of different inter-

by the fact that a complete rotation of the widget

SD=31.210)

than

the

Tangible

ble

face elements on both multi-touch and tangible

(M=7.17, SD=2.43). This can be explained

18
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can be performed continuously with a finger de-

6

scribing circles on the surface, which counts as a

Experiment 2: Match to Sample (MTS)
Visual matching to sample is a classical tech-

single action. However, when the same action is

nique in cognitive studies [28] in which a visual

performed by a puck, the continuous rotation can-

stimuli is produced and remains on display until

not be reproduced, so that every movement of the

the subject makes a selection.

hand counts as an additional action.
The aim of this experiment was to compare
Since the assumption of normality was not

the effectiveness of different TangiWheel input

met, a comparison was made using Mann-Whitney

methods when searching for and selecting ele-

tests. Significant differences were found in the

ments in different collections in response to a vis-

time taken to accomplish a single target (H0: TBAS-

ual stimulus.

Tangible

= TBASTouch; z=-19.06, p-value=.000) and al-

so in the number of actions required (H0: ABASTangible

= ABASTouch; z=-22.46, p-value=.000).
In view of these results, although it could be

thought that our finger-touch mechanism is not a
suitable interaction technique for TangiWheel, this
premature conclusion will be questioned in Experiment 2.

6.1 Task
The visual stimuli were pictures belonging to
the following categories: numbers, instruments,
animals, fruits, musical notes and road signs. Participants had to sequentially match a total of 20
elements belonging to different collections. On
average each collection contained eleven items.
They were encouraged to react as quickly as possible by searching for the target element in the
displayed categories. Once a selection was made
correctly, the next element was displayed.

Fig. 7. Interaction in the MTS task (Touch on the left, Tangible on the right).
- 18 -
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Fig. 8. Mean plots for times TMTS (left) and number of actions AMTS (right).

6.2 Procedure
Each participant performed three runs to vary

significantly influenced by input method (F=

the input method: touch, tangible and hybrid. The

using t-tests (Bonferroni corrected) showed that all

order of the runs was arranged according to a

three conditions were significantly different (see

Latin Square design to avoid order effects. While

Table 2)¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la refe-

the hybrid input method allows the use of pucks

rencia.. The results show that the Touch input con-

and fingers in any combination, following the full

dition performed best, followed by the Hybrid and

functionality of the TangiWheel widget, the tangi-

Tangible.

15.512, p=.000). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons

tangible and touch conditions only responded to
pucks or fingers, respectively. This means that in

We also analyzed the time needed to com-

the tangible condition the pucks are used both to

plete a single target item selection and the number

open collections and to select items whereas in the

of actions required. Fig. 8-left shows the mean

touch condition explorations and selections are

times for each condition. Using fingers only gave

made with fingers only (see Fig. 7).

better results than the other two input conditions,
which are enabled to use pucks. Fig. 8-right shows

6.3 Results
The application

that the Touch condition also required the lowest
of

ANOVA

to

the

experimental times demonstrated that they are
Table 2. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using t-tests
(Bonferroni corrected) for time required to complete the
MTS task.
Comparison
Hybrid - Tangible
Hybrid - Touch
Tangible - Touch

Mean differences
-19662.57
16804.16
36466.73

p-value
.013
.041
.000

number of actions, followed by Hybrid and Tangible.
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As the normality assumption was not met, a
pairwise comparison was conducted on the time to
complete a single target selection and the number
of actions needed using Mann-Whitney tests to
determine whether the differences were significant.

Table 4. Use of fingers/pucks in the hybrid input condition
on MTS task.
Action
Manipulation
Menu instantiation
Selection
Target establish.

Finger
Avg.
41.60
4.04
25.86
21.30

%
72.5
38.75
82.75
97.23

Puck
Avg.
15.78
6.39
5.39
0.61

%
27.5
61.25
17.24
2.77

As can be seen in Table 3, the tests showed there
were significant differences between all three in-

tion actions and large collections, a hybrid ap-

put conditions for the two measured variables.

proach would integrate the best features of both
interaction modalities. Tangiwheel supports all

The results indicate that the number of ac-

three modes and, unlike those described above,

tions and the average time needed to search and

can therefore be considered a flexible widget that

select an individual element are also significantly

can be effectively used in a wide range of scenari-

lower for the Touch condition and therefore sug-

os.

gest that fingers are more effective in scenarios
requiring focused selections from a collection at a
fixed position with no basic manipulations (rota-

6.4 Hybrid Performance Results
Regarding the performance profile on the

tions and translations) on the surface. This tech-

Hybrid input, Table 4 summarizes the use of fin-

nique would therefore be suitable for single users

gers and pucks for several important actions in

working on interfaces with collections displayed at

terms of average number of actions per user and

predefined fixed locations in the work space and a

overall percentage. The results show that the sub-

predefined 2D orientation of the interface.

jects generally preferred fingers (72.5%) to pucks
(27.5%), when given the choice. Fingers were

However, in applications in which different

mostly used to select and establish the target

subjects have to acquire and bring low-item col-

(82.75% and 97.23% respectively). Evidence was

lections to their personal space, the tangible input

obtained from the video recording that subjects

method would outperform touch because the

had difficulties when using a puck to select an

number of acquisition actions clearly exceeds the

item on a TangiWheel widget.

number of explorations in this case. Finally, in
scenarios with a relatively high number of acquisi-

However, the results also show that the subjects made greater use of pucks to create menus

Table 3. Mann-Whitney tests to compare TMTS and AMTS.
H0
TMTSHybrid = TMTSTangible
AMTSHybrid = AMTSTangible
TMTSHybrid = TMTSTouch
AMTSHybrid = AMTSTouch
TMTSTangible = TMTSTouch
AMTSTangible = AMTSTouch
- 20 -

z
-3.089
-9.488
-2.388
-5.932
-5.588
-16.882

P
.002
.000
.017
.000
.000
.000

(61.25%) that were then explored tangibly. This
suggests that they found it easier to explore. On
average, each participant used almost 6 different
pucks (M=5.7) to complete the task, suggesting
that they made extensive use of them and did not
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Fig. 9. Edition of series in Touch (on the left) and in Tangible conditions (on the right).

limit the number of pucks used simultaneously.

ties.

7

Experiment 3: Series Edition
Experiments 1 and 2 evaluated performance

7.1 Task
Participants were requested to either create a

in basic manipulation activities under different in-

series defined as a sequence of elements belonging

teraction conditions and the location and selection

to different collections, or to modify an existing

of elements in structured collections to match in-

one. For this, they had to explore existing collec-

dividual samples drawn from a series. In other

tions and add or remove elements to/from the se-

words, there was a one-to-one relationship be-

ries.

tween the visual stimulus and the target element
being manipulated when performing a simple action (rotation, translation and selection). However,
to fully explore the possible influence on performance of the different TangiWheel input conditions, an experiment was designed with a higher
number of samples and possible actions. Our main
goal was to increase the cognitive overload when
manipulating a collection under different conditions and to involve the user in a complex task that
requires the combination of rotation, translation,
search, selection, insertion and deletion of elements in collections. This would allow us to simulate an authentic user scenario by increasing cognitive complexity while maintaining a controlled
experimental environment in which a comparative
study can be made of the different input modali-

7.2 Procedure
Three runs of this experiment (Tangible,
Touch and Hybrid) were conducted (see Fig. 9). A
Latin Square design was used to avoid order effects. Participants were individually given an instruction sheet and were told to create two new
series and modify an existing one. The proposed
series for each interaction style were of similar
difficulty in terms of length and variability of the
items included. In the Touch condition the subjects
had to search for and select items in TangiWheel
collections

using

their

fingers

on

virtual

TangiWheel widgets, which may be rotated or
dragged across the surface by using touch, as in
the previous experiments. To insert an element in a
specific position of the reference series they had to

22
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Table 5. Comparisons for the time required to complete the
series task.
Comparison
Hybrid - Tangible
Hybrid – Touch
Tangible - Touch

Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the time required to complete the experiment in each condi-

Mean differences
-11892.487
-44728.876
-32836.389

p-value
1.000
.018
.103

tion and the times needed to complete the edition
of a single series. The application of ANOVA to
the times needed to complete the experiment

drag the element from its collection and drop it in

demonstrated that this is affected by the input

the appropriate position in the sequence, without

method (F=4.413, p=0.016).

raising their finger from the surface. To remove an
element from a series a deletion button is dis-

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using t-tests

played next to each item. On the other hand, to

(Bonferroni-corrected) showed that Touch is sig-

add an element to the series in the Tangible condi-

nificantly slower than Hybrid, but found no sig-

tion the subjects had to use pucks to search and

nificant differences between Touch and Tangible

select items. Since the elements were arranged in

or between Tangible and Hybrid (see Table 5).

several nested categories, they could at any time

Nevertheless, the mean time needed to complete

associate a puck with a category for direct access

the task was higher for Touch and Tangible than

and use the puck to rotate or move the collection

Hybrid, and Touch higher than Tangible.

to any area on the surface. Elements were selected
by placing a puck over them and were inserted in

We also analyzed the time needed to com-

the proper position in the series by releasing the

plete the edition of a single series and the number

puck in the desired area. To remove an element

of actions it required. Fig. 11 shows the corre-

from a series, a deletion puck was placed on top of

sponding mean plots. The application of ANOVA

the element.

to the time needed to complete a single edition
demonstrated that this is affected by the input

7.3 Results

Fig. 10. Box-plots for CTSER and TSER.
- 22 -
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Fig. 11. Mean plots for TSER (left) and ASER (right).

The results confirm that the Hybrid approach,

method (F= 4.503, p=.012).

despite requiring more actions from the user, proPost-hoc pairwise comparisons using t-tests

vides more effective task completion in terms of

(Bonferroni-corrected) showed that Touch is sig-

the time required than the other two approaches,

nificantly slower than Hybrid. Touch also fared

especially when comparing Hybrid with Touch.

worse in the comparison with Tangible and is
close to significance (p=0.053 at 5% CL). The

This means that the Hybrid interaction is the

tests showed no significant difference between

most effective for more complex tasks than the

Hybrid and Tangible (see Table 6).

one described in the MTS Experiment. This is due
to the fact that editing a series requires a combina-

The application of ANOVA to the number of

tion of the actions studied in the two previous ex-

actions required showed that this parameter is af-

periments. When this situation arises, the poor

fected by the input method (F=60.269, p=.000).

performance of the Touch interaction style for

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using t-tests (Bon-

basic manipulation tasks (dragging and rotating)

ferroni-corrected) showed that all three conditions

makes this approach less effective, even though it

were significantly different (see Table 7). Touch

shows good behavior for searching and selecting

required a significantly lower number of actions

items in collections. In fact, the analysis of the

than Tangible and Hybrid conditions. In addition,

recorded videos reveals two important situations

Hybrid required a significantly greater number of

in this respect. Firstly, in both the Hybrid and Tan-

actions than Tangible.

gible conditions the subjects benefited from using

Table 6. Comparisons for TSER.
Comparison
Hybrid - Tangible
Hybrid – Touch
Tangible - Touch

Mean differences
-2153.072
-15611.345
-13458.273

Table 7. Comparisons for ASER.
p-value
1.000
.018
.053

Comparison
Hybrid - Tangible
Hybrid – Touch
Tangible - Touch

Mean differences
-22.253
46.350
68.603

p-value
.002
.000
.000
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pucks as element containers and consistently used

Table 8. Use of fingers/pucks in the hybrid input condition

a single container puck for multiple insertions of

on series task.

elements that appeared repeatedly in a series. On
the other hand, those using the Touch condition
had to drag the element across the surface several

Action
Manipulation
Menu instantiation
Selection
Item insertion

Finger
Avg.
78.26
8.52
9.87
5.22

%
51.18
61.44
30.80
13.82

Puck
Avg.
74.65
5.35
22.17
32.52

%
48.82
38.56
69.20
86.18

times to insert it in different parts of the list. This
penalizes the task completion time because, as
shown in the first experiment, the Touch condition
is less effective for basic manipulation activities.

7.3.1

Secondly, we also observed that, because the
number of elements in a series was high, the
number of TangiWheel instances displayed on the
surface increased over time, forcing those using
Touch to relocate them so that they would not interfere with the task. Again, the need to relocate
the TangiWheel instances by touch makes the
overall task less effective.
We may conclude from the results obtained

As shown in Table 8,Table the results of the
Hybrid input condition showed that pucks were
used almost to the same extent as fingers. In contrast to the MTS task results, selection operations
with pucks (69.2%) and menu instantiation using
fingers (61.44%) were preferred. In addition, items
were inserted in the series mostly by tangibles. On
average, users used 6-7 different pucks to complete the task (M=6.48).

that hybrid designs allowing both Tangible and
Touch interaction styles outperform those based on
touch or tangible-only styles in situations requiring: movement of collections on surfaces that have
a great number of elements displayed simultaneously; the re-use of elements in collections in different areas on the surface; and re-orientation of
the containers that hold the collections. These requirements are certainly present when several participants share the working space or in situations

Hybrid Performance Results

All these results confirm the evidence obtained from the videos. Tangible techniques perform better with increased task difficulty and
overload. As the surface easily becomes cluttered
and previously selected and inserted items are
likely to be reused several times, pucks provide
advantages as they are easier to handle in these
situations. The subjects appeared to get overworked as the task progressed when dragging
items repeatedly with the fingers.

that require flexible collection layouts. The better
performance of the Hybrid interaction style in
these situations is important, given that surfaces

8

Questionnaire Results
After the participants had finished each task,

are mainly designed to support touch-based inter-

they were asked to complete questionnaires on

actions.

ease of use and usefulness. The 5-point Likert
scale questions regarding selection and series task
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Fig. 12. Mean plots for the basic questionnaire.

were designed to compare the three input methods

9 contains the statements that were scored by

evaluated by pairwise Mann-Whitney tests. Table

those who participated in the tests to questions in
the basic questionnaire. Fig. 12 shows the mean

Table 9. Statements scored by participants in the basic ques-

plots of the average scores.

tionnaire.
Q
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10

Questions: I consider that…
the mechanisms to explore collections are easy to remember.
the interaction is clear and intelligible.
the control for collections used is intuitive when handling.
the mechanism to interact with collections is useful.
the mechanism to interact with collections is flexible.
the way of interacting with collections is novel.
the metaphor for deletion of items is easy to understand.
the metaphor for deletion of items is easy to use.
the metaphor for insertion of items is easy to understand.
the metaphor for insertion of items is easy to use.

In general, the three methods were assessed
positively and no design issues were raised from
the answers. For instance, the subjects found the
collection exploration techniques easy to remember in all three methods (Q1), with no significant
differences between methods. They also consid-
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ered that the exploration interaction techniques

suggest that the proposed combination of touch

were clear and intelligible (Q2). They found hy-

and tangible styles is an advance in flexibility.

brid control techniques to be the most intuitive
(Q3). These answers showed that the subjects an-

They also considered both Hybrid and Tangi-

ticipated the behavior of tangibles when perform-

ble to be equally novel (Q6). Touch was thought to

ing natural actions, such as acquisition, rotation

be significantly less novel (z=-2.410, p=0.016),

and translation, whereas in Touch more complex

which means tangible components increase the

actions were necessary and therefore required a

perception of novelty.

higher cognitive effort. They considered the hybrid
Questions Q7-Q10 in Fig. 12 depict the mean

design enabled them to select the most intuitive
interactions from the tangible and multi-touch approaches.

scores for questions related to the metaphors for
inserting and deleting elements. While the metaphors and techniques involved in deletions were

Interacting with collections was found to be

considered easy to understand and use in all the

mostly useful in the three conditions (Q4). How-

input conditions (Q7 and Q8), significant differ-

ever, Hybrid was given a significantly higher score

ences were found to exist in insertions. The inser-

(z=-2.896, p= 0.004). This result suggest that users

tion metaphor in Touch is significantly harder to

perceive as most useful the possibility of selecting

understand than Tangible according to the test on

the most appropriate input condition according to

Q9 scores (z=-2.034, p=0.042). Also, the insertion

the task at hand.

operation in Touch mode is significantly more difficult to handle (Q10) than that in Hybrid

There was some discrepancy on method

(z=-4.333, p=0.000) and Tangible (z=-3.675,

flexibility and novelty. Hybrid was considered

p=0.000) modes. The metaphor associated with

more flexible and Tangible more cumbersome

obtaining, lifting and releasing a tangible container

(Q5). The differences between Hybrid and Tangi-

to insert an item at a specific section within a col-

ble were highly significant (z=-2.625, p=0.009)

lection was better understood than having to drag

while between Hybrid and Touch they were close

items across the surface with a finger.

to significance (z=-1.839, p=0.066). These results
Some additional questions were specific to
Table 10. Summary on agreement with specific statements in the Hybrid condition. Participant counts and percentages for
each agreement level and question are summarized.
Q
HS1
HS2
HS3
HS4

Questions

Tangibles being able to contain items is advantageous
I prefer using virtual components when possible
I prefer using tangibles when possible
Using TangiWheel in Hybrid modality improves my effectiveness in
selecting items
HS5 Using TangiWheel in Hybrid modality improves allows me selecting
items quickier
- 26 -

Strongly
disagree
0
0
0

Strongly
Agree
2/8.7%
3/13% 8/34.8% 10/43.5%
5/21.7% 13/56.5% 5/21.7%
0
6/26.1% 8/34.8% 8/34.8% 1/4.3%

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

0

1/4.3%

2/8.7%

6/26.1% 14/60.9%

0

1/4.3%

0

8/34.8% 14/60.9%
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Hybrid selection (HS) in order to assess prefer-

to perform explorations using tangibles (FQ4).

ences and perceptions. Table 10Table shows the

This also includes Hybrid, since many collection

statements assessed and summarizes to what ex-

instantiation operations in the MTS task involved

tent subjects agreed with the statements. The re-

the use of pucks.

sults in general are in favor of the hybrid method.
Firstly, the capability of tangibles to contain items

Tangible interaction was seen to be easier

was rated positively. Secondly, they were slightly

than Touch interaction for moving an item from a

in favor of using tangibles when asked about per-

collection to a target (FQ6), as required in inser-

sonal preferences. Thirdly, they felt that using

tion operations. For deletion operations (FQ7),

TangiWheel in hybrid mode clearly improves both

Touch was given higher preference. They consid-

effectiveness and productivity when selecting

ered that grasping a puck just to perform a deletion

items.

interrupted the sequence of operations. However,
the overall editing process was considered to be

At the end of the session, a final question-

easier in Hybrid, closely followed by Tangible

naire (FQ) was administered consisting of sin-

(FQ8). None of the subjects chose Touch, which

gle-choice questions which explicitly asked which

suggests that dragging items through cluttered

input condition, if any, was perceived as most ap-

conditions is to be avoided when designing a mul-

propriate in performing specific actions.

ti-touch tangible user interface. This finding also
supports the idea that more complex and general

As results show (see FQ1, FQ2, and FQ3 in

scenarios, with a range of different actions such as

Table 10), basic manipulations were clearly con-

exploring, selecting, dragging, etc., are better

sidered easier with Tangible. They found it easier
Table 10. Final questionnaire summary. Participant counts and the percentage on each question are summarized.
Q
FQ1
FQ2
FQ3
FQ4
FQ5
FQ6
FQ7
FQ8
FQ9
FQ10
FQ11
FQ12

Questions: In general I consider that…
Acquiring a TangiWheel control is easier in…
Moving a TangiWheel control to a target location is easier
in…
Rotating a TangiWheel control to a target angle is easier
in…
Exploring items in collections is easier in…
Selecting items in collections is easier in...
Moving an item from a collection to a target is easier in…
Deletions are easier in...
Editing a series is easier in…
I explore items more accurately in...
I carry out the overall selection process quicker …
Editing a series is quicker in…
Repetitive manipulations on an item are more effective in...

Hybrid
8/34.8%
2/8.7%

Tangible
14/60.9%
16/69.6%

Touch
1/4.3%
2/8.7%

No matter
0
3/13%

1/4.3%

18/78.3%

4/17.4%

0

8/34.8%
7/30.4%
2/8.7%
1/4.3%
11/47.8%
7/30.4%
16/69.6%
10/43.5%
1/4.3%

8/34.8%
5/21.7%
19/82.6%
6/26.1%
10/43.5%
10/43.5%
4/17.4%
12/52.2%
22/95.7%

5/21.7%
11/47.8%
2/8.7%
11/47.8%
0
5/21.7%
3/13%
0
0

2/8.7%
0
0
5/21.7%
2/8.7%
1/4.3%
0
1/4.3%
0
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suited for hybrid interaction styles.

scheme that allows users to combine both input
methods as required. Among the different aspects

The participants felt that Hybrid allowed

that could be evaluated, the work concentrated on

them to perform selections more quickly (FQ10),

an empirical evaluation to study how the input

probably as a consequence of the combination of

method (Touch, Tangible or Hybrid) affects per-

exploring with pucks and selecting by fingers, as

formance in the typical interactions involved in

had been shown by the detailed analysis. Hybrid

manipulating collections using TangiWheel on

was perceived as effective for editing series

tabletop displays under different circumstances.

(FQ11), although not as fast as Tangible, as could
be expected. Finally, the Tangible memory capac-

Certain limitations in our experiments and the

ity was a positive feature, as repetitive manipula-

scope of the results should be pointed out. The

tions were clearly considered more effective in the

experiments were focused on the collections as

Tangible approach (FQ12).

performed by TangiWheel. This means that the
results should be considered in this context, even

9

Conclusions
Several proposals for handling collections on

tabletop interfaces were reported and analyzed. In
the course of this analysis, several features were

though the design discussion and results are directly applicable to future development efforts of
pie-based widgets to support collection handling
with features such as those given in Table 1.

extracted to allow us to describe all the proposals
in a similar fashion to facilitate a systematic com-

As suggested by Experiment 1, pucks are

parison. The comparison with existing related

more effective than dragging and rotational fin-

work reveals that no widget is presently available

ger-based input when basic acquisition and ma-

for tabletop collection management that supports

nipulation actions (such as fine-grained rotations)

mixed multi-modal input with high levels of re-

are performed. However, for exploration actions

semblance, supporting direct-access and replica-

on collections, gestures based on one-finger rota-

tion of sub-collections in deeply nested structures

tions are more effective than rotations with pucks.

with spatial compactness, allowing for a large

This is mainly due to the lack of interruptions, al-

number of collections to be simultaneously ma-

lowing for a continuous interaction no matter how

nipulated on a shared space by multiple users.

big the collection. For the same reason it could be

From this starting point, this paper presents the

expected that a linear touch gesture for exploring

specially-designed TangiWheel collection manip-

large collections would be less effective than our

ulation widget and a description of its implemen-

rotational one, but additional experiments would

tation on interactive surfaces. This widget supports

be needed to confirm this hypothesis. However, if

not only direct finger and tangible interaction by

explorations are accompanied by highly recurrent

pucks or handlers, but also a hybrid interaction

selections and frequently moving elements in the
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collections to other areas on the surface, and if the

with features such as parallel collection support,

application needs an increasing number of collec-

view independence, easy hybrid input and direct

tions to be available on the surface with a

access to items, etc.

non-negligible number of actions for the selection
and movement of collections, similar to the condi-

For future work, although it would be inter-

tions in Experiment 3, then the use of pucks for

esting to empirically study many of the features

selecting and moving collections and items has

that have not been directly faced in the present

advantages over touch-based gestures. No single

study, the most important aspect to be explored is

modality is therefore preferable in all cases and

that of multi-user support, which would require an

effectiveness varies according to the nature of the

experimental design involving four subjects sim-

application and the actions to be carried out. A

ultaneously manipulating TangiWheel collections.

mixed input modality, such as that included in

Length, and consequently visual layout, could also

TangiWheel, offers advantages over existing tab-

be possibly included to complement the present

letop-oriented widgets for collection management

work. Of particular interest would be an experi-

in situations in which the best of both methods is

ment specifically designed to explore how well

required. This is especially the case in applications

different collection lengths are managed by this

in which multiple users have to share many large

proposal and alternatives based on the improve-

collections and work simultaneously on a shared

ments mentioned in the design discussion, such as

space.

showing items near the bridge mark on an extended viewer, providing shortcuts to items in spe-

TangiWheel is now being used in a creative
learning environment based on tangible surface

cific positions similar to bookmarks, or even using
a linear arrangement approach.

interfaces focused on the creation and simulation
of virtual ecosystems [23], which require exten-

Another line of future research is adding

sive exploring and selection operations. In this

context-awareness to the widget so that its ap-

context, an empirical exploratory study on teenag-

pearance and behavior adapt dynamically to am-

ers’ creativity was reported comparing a digital

bient factors, such as other nearby TangiWheel

platform using TangiWheel against a physical tan-

widgets, the available surface space or the most

gible-only tabletop. In terms of interaction in a

frequently accessed items in the collection.

real setting, the digital platform showed higher
□

team co-operation as well as higher complexity
levels in the artifacts created. This degree of success would not have been possible with a system
other than TangiWheel, especially in the case of
teenagers using the digital interface collaboratively,
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